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This is an excellent book which addresses an interesting, important, and under-
studied issue. Peacekeeping has been used in an increasing number of internal
conflicts since the end of the Cold War, but we really know quite little about how
effective a strategy of conflict management it is. General media descriptions of
peacekeeping often focus on dramatic failures and listening to scholars and
policymakers’ general sentiments could suggest that it is an ineffective tool. While
there are a large number of studies that examine specific cases of peacekeeping, and
one recent systematic study of the role of the United Nations in “building peace”
(Doyle and Sambanis 2006), Fortna’s study is the first to systematically examine the
effect of peacekeeping.

The book’s title sums up Fortna’s main research question, however, there are
really three, related, questions. First, where do peacekeepers go? Do peacekeepers
pick “easy” cases or go to the conflicts where they are most needed? Second, once
they have been deployed, does peacekeeping actually prolong peace? Finally, if
peacekeeping is effective, why? What does peacekeeping do that makes peace longer
lasting? Fortna addresses each of these questions.

A major barrier to evaluating whether peacekeeping “works” is the selection
problem—if peacekeepers select cases where they are most likely to be effective and
we find some effect of peacekeeping on prolonging peace, it is difficult to determine
whether peacekeeping has had an independent effect on the length of peace. To show
that peacekeeping works, Fortna needs to first demonstrate that peacekeepers are not
just picking easy conflicts. She does this by developing a statistical model to test
how various indicators thought to make peace more or less stable affect the duration
of peace. She limits her analysis to wars fought between 1945 and 1989 because
peacekeeping in civil war was quite rare in this period, so she can capture the effect
of these indicators in the absence of peacekeeping. Fortna then tests how these same
indicators affect the likelihood of peacekeeping in conflicts after the Cold War. She
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shows that those factors that make peace the least stable—such as a greater number of
combatants, rough terrain, lower levels of development and weaker governments—
also make peacekeeping more likely. Peacekeepers appear to pick the hardest cases,
suggesting that if they prolong peace then this effect is not the result of a selection
process.

To test whether peacekeeping works, Fortna conducts quantitative analysis of the
duration of peace after all ceasefires in civil war signed between 1989 and 1999.
Peacekeeping does in fact make peace much longer lasting—peace is at least 50%
more likely to last after a ceasefire if peacekeepers are deployed than if they are not,
and the effect is probably much greater than that.

Despite the title, the most important question here is not just whether
peacekeeping works, as Fortna demonstrates it does, but why? In Chapter Four,
Fortna develops a causal model for how the presence of peacekeepers makes peace
more likely. Some of the causal logic has been spelled out elsewhere—such as in
Walter’s (1997, 2002) focus on the importance of monitoring disarmament during
the post-conflict phase—however, Fortna develops a systematic argument for four
ways that peacekeepers can enhance the prospects for a stable peace. Peacekeepers
can (1) change the incentives for parties to abide by peace by raising the costs of
returning to the battlefield and increasing the benefits of peace; (2) reduce
uncertainty among the parties by monitoring compliance; (3) prevent an “accidental”
return to warfare; and (4) prevent political abuse. She demonstrates that these
mechanisms in fact are at work through detailed case studies of conflicts in
Mozambique, Sierra Leone and Bangladesh (a case with no peacekeeping) based on
extensive field interviews. Combatants do identify peacekeepers as important in the
four ways that her argument describes and their presence, therefore, makes the
implementation of peace agreements easier.

In addition to the considerable academic merits of this book, it has the advantage
of being accessible to a wide range of audiences—undergraduates, graduate students,
scholars, and policymakers. Here and in her previous book (Fortna 2004), Fortna has
demonstrated a gift for conducting sophisticated quantitative analysis and presenting
it in a way that is comprehensible to a wide audience. Her ability to combine
statistical and qualitative data to test theoretical arguments should also be a model
for those of us attempting to do mixed-method research.

As is inevitable with any study, I have a few small quibbles with the way it was
conducted. The first is a methodological issue. Fortna is conducting an event history
analysis of the duration of peace after a ceasefire. She cuts off her analysis of
ceasefires in 1999 but examines the duration of peace until 2004. She does this in
order to give all ceasefires at least 5 years in which to observe a failure. This is
unnecessary. Event history analyses are set up to deal with the problem of
“censoring.” In fact, she has many cases where ceasefires fail in considerably less
than 5 years and by eliminating cases from 1999–2004 she is unnecessarily limiting
her sample. Expanding the analysis to all cases through 2004 and then treating the
period after that as “censored” would give her greater analytical leverage over a
wider range of cases.

The second point is a more general issue with the literature on civil war which
tends to treat civil wars as exclusively two-party phenomena. Fortna does recognize
that the number of factions affects the stability of peace (as demonstrated by Doyle
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and Sambanis 2006 as well). However, simply treating the number of groups as a
right-hand side variable is insufficient. In my research (Cunningham 2006), I have
shown that multiparty conflicts present a fundamentally different bargaining
environment than two-party wars. Nilsson (2008) has demonstrated that in these
conflicts individual parties often sign “partial peace” accords and exit the conflict,
even as other groups continue fighting.

In Fortna’s book, however, it appears that to be counted as a “ceasefire” all parties
must be included. In Chad, for example, she identifies a ceasefire signed in 1994
which broke down in 1997. However, from 1997 on, the conflict in Chad has
continued largely unabatated, but the government has signed a number of dyadic
peace agreements with rebel groups that caused them to exit the conflict. In 1998,
the government signed an agreement with the Armed Forces of the Federal Republic
and in 1999 with the Movement for Democracy and Development. These
agreements have been relatively stable despite the lack of peacekeeping. Although
Chad certainly is not in “peace,” if dyadic conflicts are resolved through an
agreement that should be factored into the analysis in some way.

This is not just an issue about coding, but one that has direct policy relevance. Is
peacekeeping only appropriate when all parties have signed a ceasefire? Fortna
recognizes that the international community sends peacekeepers into ongoing wars—a
South African force was deployed to Burundi in 2001 after a “peace agreement” that
excluded the two main rebel groups, and a hybrid United Nations/African Union force
is currently in Darfur despite continued conflict. She shows that conflicts with a
greater number of factions lead to peacekeeping missions with more robust mandates.
However, there is a fundamental difference between a multiparty conflict in which all
parties have agreed to a ceasefire and one in which some are still fighting, and this
difference should have an effect on peacekeeping. It would be nice if the book could
address how or if peacekeeping can be effective when there are combatants who are
not committed to peace.

Despite this limitation, Does Peacekeeping Work? is a very important study and a
model of social science research that makes a major contribution and that should be
read, and assigned, widely. Peacekeeping is an important topic with academic and
policy relevance, and scholars interested in working in this area should start with
Fortna’s book.
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